Request A Quote

The June Edition of Kennedy Tank Talk
Team,
Thank you for reading the June edition of Kennedy Tank Talk. Read below for
updates from the Kennedy Tank Team.

Kennedy Tank Team rises to the challenge on a SS API 650 Tank
The team recently completed a hydro test for this 30,000 gallon 304 SS API 650 tank which was
spot x-ray with intricate internals and over (15) 150# RFSO flanges. We also fabricated a caged
ladder, platform, and perimeter handrail. This tank is 13' diameter and weighs over 35,000
pounds. Our customer was very impressed with the quality of this tank and thought our cleaning
system left the tank with a very high quality finish.

KTM Tank built-in 1965 was still in
service!
Dave Reinkemeyer received a call last week
from one of our customers who is demoing an
old Kennedy Tank hot water tank at a local

Indianapolis area high school.
This tank was built by the Kennedy Tank
Team in 1965 and had a great 56-year run and
was still in good working service before the
demo began.
What a great depiction of Kennedy Tank. We
do not cut corners when it comes to designing
and fabricating high-quality tanks and vessels!

Teammate Spotlight: Paul Bolin!
In this month's teammate spotlight, we
honor a Kennedy Tank Hall of Famer,
Vice President of Sales, Paul Bolin. Paul
has been the VP of Sales for 25 years
and is known in the industry as being
one of the great field-erected tank sales
engineers in the country.
Paul is always willing to stretch our
capabilities in order to meet our
customer's needs and is beloved by all
of his long-time customers and Kennedy
Tank teammates. We all benefit from his
positive and can-do attitude.
We are all thankful to work with Paul!

June Safety Training
A big shout out to our safety director
Kara Seebacher and Jackie Brown who
have doubled down on organizing and
leading safety training for all of
production teammates on a weekly
basis. To the right Kara and lead quality
control Inspector, Eli Johnson are
undergoing JLG training to ensure all
Kennedy Tank teammates are certified
and knowledgeable in using all of our
ever-growing equipment. Well done!

The Kennedy Tank field division remains available and ready to tackle your next
field-erected tank project! In the photo below, Roger Devoy is running the three
o'clock sub-arc on the third circumferential seam for a large diameter field-erected
tank in the midwest.

Sincerely,

Jim Kennedy: Jkennedy@kennedytank.com, 317-780-3523
Tim Noyes: Tnoyes@kennedytank.com, 317-780-3526
Jim Dossman: Jdossman@kennedytank.com, 317-780-3554
Paul Bolin: Pbolin@kennedytank.com, 317-780-3528
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